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                                                            DOET from 213

+++ 5.0 ATS 2/28/81 (MP, KM sans MP) AP 5.0, AG 3, TG 2, NT 3.5, NT 2, AB 3.
    all 12M=[0:00] (at Berkeley). vague alert ~[:30] - then nothing to [1:00]-
    subtle slow climb to + at [2:00] maybe ++ - that because +++ at [2:30] - more
    comfortable (ATS) than 6mg earlier. [2:40] NT outside (heavy physical).

                                                 AG's
                                                                     script

    [4-6] levity - stream of consciousness pours, ATS, AG the jokers, both
    interlocked at or just below +++, TG full ~ uncoordinated +++, CT light, miffed
    at not being part of contributors, AB a bit light, revering, directing himself
    to tiredness AP much insight NT much visual, physical problems. [6:00] dinner -
    taste excellent, most [with] some anorexia. [8:00] ATS, AG drive - suppress ++.
    [12:00] ATS, AP difficulties [with] sleep, AB   outside shadows, energized,
    Turk M cat dance, NT fireplace action. AM, ATS, CT  , NT still + [with] eye
    motion, CT hard asleep. No apparent deficits. Future, ATS, AP 5, AG AB 4, CT 3, 
    TG, NT 2. +++

+++ 6.0mg 12/28/81 ATS; AP≡ 12:15=[0:00] [:35] vague awareness [1:00] very subtle,
    one + at most [1:40] to a ++ [2:00] pushing +++ [2:10] full +++ AP to probably
    sl. <+++. No cognitive impairment, but v.stoned - some time slowing Explosive
    erotic. [4:45] bladder call - Ann tries writing. Good script - mine bad. [6:00]
    some eating - still +++ - attempt to say what not too successful - some visual
    - good body feel - no mental lack of clarity, but still +++! [8:00] noted some
    descent [9:00] still ++ [11:00] down to + or less [12:00] attempt sleep - some
    wine - both restless and shallow sleep. [21:00] no apparent deficits - AP maybe
    a little residue (±?) - maybe me too. A very enjoyable +++.

+++ 7.0mg 7/31/82 ATS,AP≡; 4PM=[0:00] to + at [1] (alert? at ~:45). [1:30] to ++
    and ascending surely and quietly. Seems to come on in little leaps. at [2:]
    ~+++ - and this held easily to [8:00]. Excellent erotic, fantasy to music OK,
    not too much visual, completely stoned - drop v.slowly. at [12] unable to
    sleep. feel unprotected from eyes-closed wanderings [18] still +. [24] -
    probably out - deficit from no sleep. Good experience, good level.


